Tower’s GFCI Single Outlet Adapter

Model 30340001 can be used to convert any standard indoor electrical outlet into a ground fault (GFCI) protected outlet.

This lightweight, portable product can be used in the home, office, vacation cabin or workshop.

The bright “Red” light indicates when the power is “ON”. The TEST and RESET buttons allow for periodic testing.

**FEATURES**

MODEL 30340001
- Compatible with 15 amp Non-grounded outlets and plugs
- Trip level 4-6 mA
- UL and CUL listed
- Automatic reset
- Rated for indoor use only

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Class “A” people protection GFCI
- Rated for 125 volt, 15 amp use
- 1875 watts, 60 Hz
- LED Power “ON” indicator
- Open neutral protection
- Operating temperature range -35 degree C to 66 degree C
- Impact resistant case

**SIMILAR MODELS**

MODEL 30439005
SINGLE OUTLET GFCI ADAPTER 3 WIRE GROUND

MODEL 30440003
5 OUTLET GFCI ADAPTER